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Abstract: Structure deterioration cause by aging sand plus extreme weather is the one of the major problem in

developed country, at same time, aging of society makes the industry automation more important than anything else. State
of the art inspection involve human inspector with aerial ladder to perform visual inspection, which is expensive,
dangerous and low efficiency. Research team in CYCU has developed universal unmanned system for controlling
different type of vehicle for visually inspection of infrastructure. This paper will describe the state of the art technology on
using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle for inspection (include the work from CYCU), and results of different inspection mission.
Secondly, with current inspection results from different type of buildings and conditions, this paper also identify the key
missing point and suggestion for the future development and system integration.
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I.

BACKGROUND

An enhanced amount of civil infrastructure buildings (can be building, roads or even bridges) has become an
issue with regard to their ageing process and hence life cycle management. For example, bridges are one of the
most important infrastructures for our daily life, but aging is one of the issues concerning its safety. In US, there
are 70% of bridge & road are built prior to 1935, and FHWA stated the needs of inspection regularly [1~3]. For
example, in Korea, 12,000 bridges require inspection [4]. First step in the inspection is the "visual inspection",
so inspector simply just look at structure and record its damage level. The task sounds simple, but it becomes
very difficult, dangerous and costly when the structure is in complex shape like bridge. Visual inspection
consists of the inspector follow the guide book, and record what he/she saw on the damage either by pen and
paper or in digital photo [1~5]. For example, in Australia, level one [6] bridge inspection requires the inspector
the identify the damage and generate the damage map when it is possible.
Different countries have slightly different visual inspection standard, but results are the same; identify damage
(such as cracking and corrosion), generating the damage map for further evaluation of safety of the bridge. All
the visual inspection requires the inspectors on site, and most of time it will involve get in special trucks, climb
or going into water [7~9], which can be dangerous and costly.

However, apart from bridge, there is no

organization estimating on number of required inspection and method for infrastructures such as government
buildings or even factories. However, both bridge and building inspection can be dangerous for inspector to be
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on site, as the structure can be slim but tall with limited space for inspector to use [9-12]. Since most of visual
inspection uses digital photography, therefore this paper will describe using aerial inspection robots with digital
camera for bridge inspection as a trail and its further development on the generating damage map allow the
engineer quickly locate the damage area within the infrastructure.

Fig 1. Visual inspection for the bridges. Note, special equipment is needed and tasks are costly and dangerous

Fig 2. Left, example Road Bridge in Australia. Right. Damage map generated by visual inspection [6].

II.

INITIAL EXPERIMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE INSPECTION BY UAV

In order to using unmanned system for inspection, the first task was to create the control system that allow the
operator and inspector remotely control a UAV; a system must be designed and constructed. Base on the using
off the shelf component concept, the most suitable components for UAV are standard Remote-Control toys
components, and hence the control system development is based on the generating signal for RC components
(i.e., not standard industrial CAN BUS format). Control system is based on Arduino system with slightly
modification on sensor hardware integration into one single board to save space and lower down weight of using
cables. In fact, the development of such control system is not just useful for the inspection but also for the UAVs,
hence the development is linked with opensource project later known as DIYDRONES - ARDUPILOT system
[13]. Since author's research group is one of the original developer of the system, which is able to control
different type of vehicle with same communication protocol, however, detail is beyond the scope of this paper,
hence, only UAV side will be focused.
In order to make the different to on the market UAV with camera, the system designed has function that
"integrate" digital photo camera into control loop so that user can program the camera when, where and how to
take a photo, or vis versa that system is known where, when and how the camera took photo.
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Fig 3. The overall autopilot concepts

Since the law of operating UAV is still not clear around the world, therefore operating UAV for public
infrastructure inspection is difficult. Luckily, the research organization Fraunhofer IZFP in Germany (was
welling to test such technologies, so that the experimental inspection could be carry out. Since most of
inspection refer to visual inspection (nearly 95% of all inspection), therefore, a robot (or multiple robots)
equipped with digital camera can be used instead of human inspector, and in this case, Octocopter was selected
because its simplicity and payload capabilities (Fig)

Fig 4. Left, octocopter used in this paper. Right, octocopter's technical data.

Total inspection took less than 8hr (total flight time plus the image checking time). Inspection results image and
3D model can be seen in
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Fig 5.Left. Aerial view of Fraunhofer IZFP, red line indicates inspection facade. Right, front view of the Fraunhofer
IZFP. [14]

Fig 6. Collected photo from UAV.

Fig 7. Sample of original photo

The inspection mission was successful, it was faster than conventional inspection, and there were around 4GB
of photo collected for each facade of the building. Parts of collected photo can be seen inFig, where
Fig is a typical detail photo capture from UAV. With all the photo collected, a "facade map" Fig can be formed.
Due to mixture of distortion and "unsteady camera attitude", the facade map generation was very difficult, and
some information are also missing, however, the facade maps I still useful for civil engineer to check the
location of damages. Quick conclusion of this trail inspection shows that there are few problems need to be
solved before a full inspection can be carried out: 1) Image distortion caused by lens, 2) "Attitude" correction
for image. 4)GPS is not accurate when fly close to building, especially in the low level. 4) Self-reference
(self-scaling photo for damage quantification). Following section of the paper will discuss the way that CYCU
research group deal with these 4 different problems.
III.

METHODS & RESULTS

A. Camera lens calibration
The radial distortion is most common distortion, it happens to every single camera, and most common one is the
Barrel distortion (see Fig), therefore, most of commercial image processing software package has capabilities to
solve such problem. However, commercial software package either solve the distortion problem by using the
lens data provided from the manufacturer or by user manual tuning, which in other word is that none of those
two methods are accurate because, 1: even the same camera, lens can be slightly different, which means
distortion can be still appear after apply manufacturer's lens data. 2: manual tuning is based on how user felt
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about the image, which has very large human error, hence, not accurate enough to use.

Fig 8. Left, distortion of the photo, note, the bridge appears not straight in the photo, but it is physically straight.
Distortion comes from the convex lens from camera. Right, different type of radial distortion to camera.

Zhang [10] has developed method for estimating the lens model from camera by taking photo of know size of
chase board pattern in different angle and distance (but with same focal length and preferably same lighting
condition). In this paper, A4 size chase board pattern has been used for different camera, and detail
mathematical model can be seen in [10]. After lens model, a three by three matrix has been found; it is then
applied to each photo to remove the radial distortion (Fig)
B. Image correction - Through image processing
Even though the vehicle and camera gimbal are stabilized by autopilot, however, some attitude (roll, pitch and
yaw) error still occur to the camera after long flight or sudden maneuvers. Those camera attitude error will not
affect the stabilities of the vehicle; however, it has significant effect on the photo qualities for image stitching.
correction of image for the attitude error are known as perspective correction for image processing, and general
equation can be expressed as follow, where R is the 3D rotational matrix
(1)
Even though conventional method uses 3D rotational matrix to correction the image, but the output image is
project in to 2D space, which means the correction in roll is perfectly ok, but pitch and yaw/heading error will
be not be corrected (at least for the human feeling is not corrected). Another method for image perspective
correction for the pitch a yaw is done by Hough transform to identify the straight line in the image, then map the
straight line to the desire coordinate. However, this process is not 100% reliable and require very large
computational resources; therefore, it is not suitable for this paper.

Fig 9 . a) Process of lens model estimation, total 20+ photos is taken at different distance. b) Image after correction,
note, here is the image from different angle.
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Fig 10. Facade of IZFP building

Since the vehicle is integrated with laser sensor for distance sensing, and camera control (shutter) is fully
integrated into autopilot system for data logging (attitude logging), therefore by using data fusion, a simplify
image perspective correction is proposed for this paper, and experimental equipment are also designed for
experiments.
The collected data are later manually tuned, but with record, and relationship between attitude error and distance
of the target can be found. Due to the limitation of the time, the experiments are set up, calculations only done
for the yaw/heading error, pitch error are not calculated. With corrected picture, automatic image stitching
become much easier, and comparison of image stitching can be seen in Fig right hand side photo. Note, the
photo source is the same, except left hand side photo are original uncorrected photo, where right hand side is the
stitching of corrected photo. Both "photo map" are high resolution but not accurate

Fig 11. Left, original picture with 12 degree heading error. Right. Corrected image after processing, note, the
correction is only 2D.
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Fig 12. Left, the experimental set up for image perspective correction. Right, Experimental results of the image
perspective correction. Note, only heading error experiments are performed.

C. Image correction - Through Mechanical modification - Vector thrust
Even the test UAV has the camera gimbal installed, the image collected is still has large amount "attitude" noise
due to changing attitude when UAV is translating in both X & Y direction, plus the translating speed is faster
than gimbal reaction (seeFig). There ae two ways of solving this problem, 1) Using faster reaction gimbal, 2)
Modify the mechanical system to allow the UAV to translate in X & Y without change attitude. This paper focus
on the second method as it is fastest and cheapest modification in engineering.

Fig 13. Left, original picture with 12 degree heading error. Right, a truly 3D corrected image

Fig 14. Left. auto stitching by commercial software without using proposed prospective correction method.
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Right. Auto stitching by same commercial software with using proposed method. Note: both case uses same
photo for stitching. 6 DOF model of the copter can be seen in eq (2), which can be convert to vector thrust
model by giving each motor 1 DOF movement, thus the eq (2)

can be convert to eq (3). Detail of mechanical

conversion and mathematical derivations can be seen in [ref to vector thrust paper]
(2)

Fig 15. Force diagram of X-frame setup Quadcopter, note, here we use H-frame because of simplicity for installation
of vector thrust servo.

(3)
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With vector thrust mechanism, the vehicle is allowed to translate in x and y without attitude change, hence the
images require less correction. The different in "image attitude" makes large different when building facade
map.

Fig 16. Image collection without vector thrust and camera gimbal

Fig 17. Image collection with vector thrust switch on (no camera gimbal).

Fig 18. Facade map generated from images collected from non-vector thrust UAV.
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Fig 19. Facade Map generated from images collected by vector thrust UAV.

D. Increase accuracy of GPS signal when fly near the building
GPS signal strength depends on the how much the antenna views the sky, hence in order to solve this problem, a
"fake" GPS signal must be created to replace the actual GPS signal. This part is beyond the capabilities of the
research group, but will continue to look for the solutions.
E. Self scaling
Image become more accurate after radial distortion correction and next step is to use such image to quantify the
damage (i.e., crack length or width). In order to quantify the physical size or real world in the photo, distance
from target to camera is required. In this paper, an industrial standard distance sensor is modified for integration
to autopilot system. The data were tested and calibrated, results shows in Fig 20.

Fig 20. Calibration of the sensor to the system.
Note: actual reading and calibrated reading are very similar, which shows the device require no calibration in field.

Fig 21. The test image in the field.
(Note: this photo is part of bridge), accuracy is up to 0.1 mm with 3 m distance.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes the development process and experiences learn by the CYCU research group doing the
infrastructure inspection by using UAS system. The Facade map provides good results for engineer to locate the
damage area. However, in order to achieve full automatic facade map formation image correction and
localization are the must. Secondly, with additional sensor that photo can be quantified, however without lens
correction the result can be slightly off the real number, and this inaccuracy is based on the scale of the photo,
therefore tolerance become larger when the UAV is further away from the target. Third, the inspection case in
this paper was on the building facade, which is only one side, however if consider other infrastructure inspection
such as bridge, where there will be area that cover the sky, which different type vehicle (rather than flying) can
be used. Lastly. Aerial mapping can be relying on the GPS signal; however, this is not true in the infrastructure
inspection, therefore other method for localization and navigation must be developed if the process need to be
automated.
V.

FUTURE WORK

This paper described the development of using Unmanned System for the infrastructure inspection from CYCU,
even though many of the work are been done. However, all the work at moment only focus on the same type of
vehicle - multi-rotor vehicle, if consider let's say bridge inspection, many areas under bridge is difficult for
flying vehicle, or some pillar is under water which is impossible for flying vehicle.
Second, the current vehicle still requires GPS for autonomous operation, which means many building
inspections still require pilot to control the vehicle. To improve this, a GPS free system must be developed.
Third, image correction at this stage still limit to one type of camera, hence, adding different camera with
automatic calibration and image correction is a must.
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